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A THEOREM ON CONTINUOUS
DECOMPOSITIONS OF

THE PLANE INTO NONSEPARATING CONTINUA

MICHEL SMITH

Abstract. E. Dyer [2] proved that there is no continuous decomposition of

a compact irreducible continuum into decomposable continua which is an

arc with respect to its elements. The author extends Dyer's result to the

plane. Consider a continuous decomposition of the plane into nonseparating

compact continua. R. L. Moore [6] has shown that the decomposition space

is homeomorphic to the plane. Using Moore's result it is shown that the

union of the elements of each arc in the decomposition space is an

irreducible continuum. It follows then, from Dyer's result, that there is no

continuous decomposition of the plane into nonseparating compact decom-

posable continua.

In 1936 J. H. Roberts [7] proved that there is no upper semicontinuous

decomposition of the plane into arcs. In the same paper Roberts gives an

example of an upper semicontinuous decomposition of the plane each element

of which is an arc or an "H". In 1968 Stephen L. Jones extended Roberts'

theorem to E" [3]. R. D. Anderson announced [1] that there exists a

continuous decomposition of the plane into pseudo-arcs. In 1949 E. E. Moise

[5] proved that there is no continuous decomposition of a compact irreducible

continuum into arcs which is an arc with respect to its elements. E. Dyer

extended this result and showed that there is no continuous decomposition of

a compact irreducible continuum into decomposable continua which is an arc

with respect to its elements [2].

It follows from Dyer's result and the theorem proven in this paper that there

is no continuous decomposition of the plane into nonseparating compact

decomposable continua.

If G is a collection of point sets then G* means the union of the elements of

G. If G is an upper semicontinuous collection then G*/G means the decom-

position space. The Euclidean plane is denoted by E2.

The author wishes to thank the referee for indicating a much shorter proof

of the main theorem which follows.

The following theorems are assumed; for proofs the reader should refer to

[6].

Theorem A. If G is an upper semicontinuous collection of compact continua
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which fills up E   and no one of them separates E , then the decomposition space

G*/G is homeomorphic to E .

Theorem B (Janiszewski). // H and K are two continua {closed connected

sets) and B, the boundary of H D K, is compact and H C\ K is not connected,

then H U K separates E .

Theorem. Suppose that G is a continuous collection of compact continua which

do not separate the plane and G* = E . Then if L is an arc in G*/G, L* is an

irreducible continuum in E .

Proof. The decomposition space G*/G is homeomorphic to E2 (Theorem

A). Let L be an arc in G*/G with endpoints gA and gB and let C be a simple

closed curve in G*/G which contains L. Then G*/G — L is the sum of two

mutually exclusive connected domains D\ and D2.

Suppose A and B are points of gA and gB respectively, and V is a proper

subcontinuum of L* containing A and B. Since (L — {g^.gg}) = E*, there

is a point x of L* - V which does not belong to gA or gB.        _

Now each point of C* is a limit point of D* and of D* . But C - L* and V

are two continua whose common part is not connected and so by Theorem B,

V U C - L* separates two points, p and q, of E2. But D* U {x} U D* is a

connected set having p and q as limit points. Thus D* U {x} U D* U {p)

U {<?} is a connected subset of E2 — (V U C - L*) containing both p and q.

This is a contradiction so the theorem is true.

Suppose that G is an upper semicontinuous collection. William S. Mahavier

[4] defines the following
Property A. If g G G, each point of g is a limit point of the union of the

members of each component of G — g.

Corollary. Suppose that G is an upper semicontinuous collection of compact

plane continua no one of which separates the plane, G* = E and if L is an arc

in G*/G then L has Property A. Then some element of each arc in G*/G is

indecomposable.

Proof. The proof follows from the argument above and Theorem 4 of [4].
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